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Parent
Teachers Meet  

and
Orientation

was
conducted for
classes VIII, IX

and XII . 



Saptami Tithi is dedicated to Lord Surya.
Shukla Paksha Saptami in Magha month is

known as Ratha Saptami or Magha
Saptami. It is believed that Lord Surya Dev
started enlightening the whole world on

Ratha Saptami day which was considered
as the birth day of God Surya. Hence this

day is also known as Surya Jayanti. 
On this occasion students performed surya
namaskar asana in the morning assembly.
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To inspire the younger
generation to pursue careers in

science and technology,
fostering scientific mindset for

the development of the
nation,students of classes 9 &

10 visited Raman Research
Institute on National Science
Day,Wednesday,29/02/2024.
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Exceptional work done by the winners of SOF - Math olympiad exam.
You all have demonstrated remarkable skill and dedication.-Keep it up!



Fantastic effort to the winners of SOF - International
Science Olympiad, Your performance is nothing short of

remarkable.Outstanding job!



Bravo on your outstanding
performance! Your achievement is truly

awe-inspiring.Congratulations on
winning the sof - cyber olympiad !
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spell bee competition
Spell Bee competition was conducted on

21/02/2024, for the Regional Level for the
classes I to IX. 
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‘Work hard in silence’   encapsulates a powerful idea for personal growth.  It’s not
just about getting things done quietly. Rather,it is about harnessing the hidden

potential of concentrated effort and internal reflection. Silence reduces
distractions allowing you to enter in different thought processes.These moments

focus on deeper mastery  with complete immersion and productive energy. When a
person practices this consistently, his state of mind transcends to better

learning,faster skill development and deeper understanding  of the chosen field.
Man is not designed to struggle and there’s struggle in our life because we are not
realizing the greatest glory of life -silence. We must try and learn to embrace the

master key as it is the best solution to individual problems.
Blaise Pascal is  a scientist who  gave so much scientific contributions to the

world, gave a computer language to the world and a rational analytical thinker.
Pascal says, ‘All the wars in the world are due to the inability of a man to sit

alone and be quiet.’ Each person performs many  roles with a lot of trifles .  Only
through silence is it going to quieten all these things.

       Working hard in silence fosters intrinsic motivation.The sense of satisfaction
comes from personal progress and the joy of mastering your most lovable  skill.

This also builds resilience and long-term dedication.Away from the mundane
routine of life and the noise around, silence helps us to connect our conscience and

explore true passions,values and goals. This leads to self-awareness which is
absolutely crucial for stepping in the right direction of our life. It also initiates

making apt choices with our authentic self.
     Silent efforts hones discipline,perseverance and self-independence. We learn to
overcome challenges,adapt to difficulties and find solutions without any external
support. This builds a strong character foundation for personal and professional

success.
     Working in silence allows us to appreciate the small victories and satisfaction
of performing a task  regardless of external reward. “Work hard in silence” is a

guiding principle. From health, to a powerful mind, to a matured intelligence, to an
equanimous emotional personality, to full of spiritual vibrations- your

completeness is going to come only through silence.

smt. Sulochana Manjunath
Department of English 

WORK HARD IN SILENCE
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